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There was once a zebra named Izaya.  He lived with a turtle named Ana.  
They lived in a big, blue mansion in the middle of the Arianna Desert.   
Izaya was really good at singing.  
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One day, Izaya and Ana were cleaning the dishes.  Ana decided she needed 
another friend.  Ana asked Izaya to go through the Singing Forest and 
pass the singing challenges so he could find her a new friend.  Ana warned 
Izaya, “Whatever you do, don’t go to the fox’s house.” 
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It was a winter afternoon.  Izaya put on gloves, a hat, a coat, and a scarf, 
and he waved good-bye to Ana as he walked out the door.  
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It was a stormy winter afternoon.  It made Izaya feel cold.  On the way 
down the road, Izaya met a cow.  She was saying that she needed help to get 
to the store because it was too windy.  
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Izaya went and found a wagon.  He let the cow sit on the wagon and he 
pulled her all the way to the store.  She said, “Thank you.”
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Izaya said good-bye to the cow and continued on his journey.  He walked 
for just four minutes.  Then he stopped because he was tired.  
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Suddenly, Izaya heard a really, really big stomping noise.  It made him so 
frightened that he ran right into someone’s house.  
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The moment Izaya ran into that house, he got caught in a trap made of 
hard wood and solid ground, and he knew it was Brenton the Fox’s house.  
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Izaya heard the stomping footsteps again, coming closer to the house.  
Then the door opened, and in came Brenton the Fox.  He said, “I’m going 
to roast you with potatoes, onions, carrots, chicken, and more onions, and 
eat you in one gobble!”  
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Izaya felt wicked bad.  Izaya began to sing so loud that he broke the trap.  
Brenton the Fox said, “I’m surprised you broke out!”  Izaya began to sing 
again, and the fox had to put his hands over his ears, which gave Izaya the 
chance to get away.  
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Izaya ran faster than a cheetah, all the way to the Singing Forest.  
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There were three other singers when he got there.  One was a robin, 
another was a red jay, and the best was Alice the Pegasus.  
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There were eight singing challenges in all, and all four singers sang at 
the same time.  The robin passed six challenges, the red jay passed four 
challenges, but Izaya and the Pegasus passed all eight, and they both won 
the prize.
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Izaya won a toy tiger, and the Pegasus won a toy lion.  Izaya invited the 
Pegasus to come back and be their new friend.  She said,  “Yes.”
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It took about an hour for Alice and Izaya to walk back to Izaya’s house.  
Ana was just cooking dinner.  She was frying up some delicious grass.  
She said to Alice, “Hi.  What’s your name?”  The Pegasus said, “I’m Alice.  
What’s yours?”  
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That evening Ana and Izaya took turns riding the Pegasus.  
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They had lots of fun that winter, especially when they went skiing, because 
Ana could just flip over on her shell and slide down the hill.  
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When the spring came, they enjoyed the warm weather and blooming 
fields of flowers.  
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They saw a great waterfall, and swam with the fish at the bottom of the 
pool.
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The three of them stayed friends until they were one hundred years old.  
And they are still friends today.


